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PLANNING, ACCESS AND RIGHTS OF WAY COMMITTEE

Application Number: 19/178001/FUL Date 
Validated:

4th September 2019

Site Address: Craig Y Fro Layby on Eastern Side 
of A470, Brecon to Merthyr Tydfil

Decision Due 
Date:

30 October 2019

Grid Ref: E: 297216  N:220948 Proposal: Stone Bench

Case Officer: Ffion Bevan Community: Glyn Tarell

Reason(s) Application 
Reported to 
Committee:

This is an application submitted by the Brecon Beacons National Park Authority. 

RECOMMENDATION: Permit

Brecon

Merthyr Tydfil

Proposed Site Location

A470
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1.  Description of Development

It is proposed to install a series of features alongside the A470 which runs through the National 
Park in order to improve the visitor experience with funding from Visit Wales as part of its Wales 
Way project.

With Visit Wales funding The BBNP Authority wishes to play its part in The Wales Way initiative 
by installing a series of features alongside a section of the Cambrian Way, which is the stretch of 
the A470 which runs through the National Park. This will support the Welsh Government led 
initiative for the benefit of tourists wishing to experience the rural heart of Wales. The A470 
forms the spine of the National Park and is the most important access route for visitors into and 
through the Park. The proposal aims to enhance the visitor experience along the A470 corridor 
for the benefit of visitors and for the benefit of the landscape and environment of the Central 
Beacons.

This application seeks consent for a stone bench at Craig y Fro lay-by known locally as Biker’s 
Corner, adjacent to the A470. 

The purpose of the bench is for:
- A place to sit and appreciate the view
- A thought provoking and informative item celebrating the place
- Help visitors know where they are/have arrived
- Convey a sense of place

This lay-by has been chosen due to its popular stopping point, to view the Central Beacon’s most 
iconic views up and down Glyn Tarell. 

The Bench will be constructed of Old Devonian Sandstone and Blue Pennant Sandstone, both of 
which are local to the Brecon Beacons and are well recognised since they lend the Beacons their 
distinctive form and colour. The Old Devonian Red Sandstone will be used for the construction 
of the wall whilst the Blue Pennant Sandstone will be used as capping for the seat itself and the 
two uprights on either end. 

The seat is designed in a carved shape and measures a total length of 5.5. metres. The maximum 
height would measure 1.2 metres and the total seat height would be 0.45 metres. It would be 
sited on a concrete foundation slab and the seat would be surrounded by stone dust, to avoid 
puddling during wet weather. It would be positioned on the grass verge and bunded slightly higher 
than the lay-by, to avoid cars parking up against it. 

The height of the bench differs from 1m to 1.2 metres and could be considered to follow the 
contours of the mountains behind. It is also low enough for visitors to appreciate the surrounding 
views. 

A number of bronze inlays will be laid into the stone and on these will be various fossils and plants 
in relief form.

A separate stone is to be positioned alongside the bench as a feature and would be approximately 
1.2 metres in width and a total height of approximately 0.45 metres. 
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2.  Site and Context

Craig y Fro is an existing informal car park area located in an attractive section of the A470, 
overlooking the extensive landscapes towards the Brecon Beacons. It is also known locally as 
‘biker’s corner’ and is located in a prominent position along this stretch of the A470 and is a well-
used facility. 

3.  Planning History

App Ref Description Decision Date

19/17123/FUL Installation of a blue pennant 
sandstone tombstone style marker

Permit 9th April 2019

4.  Relevant Local and National Planning Policy

4.1 Brecon Beacons National Park Authority Local Development Plan and 
Supplementary Planning Guidance

Policy no. Policy
CYD LP1 Enabling Appropriate Development in the Countryside
SP3 Environmental  Protection
1 Appropriate Development in the National Park
6 Biodiversity and Development
7 Protected and Important Wild Species
59 Impacts of Traffic

4.2    National Planning Policy and Guidance
Document
Planning Policy Wales: 10th Edition (2018)

Technical Advice Note 5: Nature Conservation and Planning (2009) 

Technical Advice Note 12: Design (2016) 

Technical Advice Note 18: Transport (2007) 

5.  Summary of Consultation responses

Consultee Comments

GlynTarell No comments received
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Community 
Council

NP Planning 
Ecologist

Raises no objections and recommends advisory notes

Welsh Government 
Transport 
Department

I refer to your consultation of 26/09/2019 regarding the above planning 
application and advise that, having reviewed the submitted information, the 
Welsh Government as highway authority for the A470 trunk road hereby 
revokes the current holding direction, and does not issue a direction in 
respect of this application.

Powys County 
Council Highways

Do not wish to comment on this application 

Natural Resources 
Wales

No comment

Copies of the full consultation responses can be found on our website at:  
https://planningonline.beacons-npa.gov.uk/online-applications/?lang=EN

6. Third Party Representations

The application was advertised by way of a site notice. No comments have been received.

7. Well Being and Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015

The primary objective of Planning Policy Wales Edition 10 (2018) is to ensure that the 
planning system contributes towards the delivery of sustainable development and improves 
the social, economic, environmental and cultural well-being of Wales as required by the 
Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015. 

The Authority has taken into account the ways of working set out at section 5 of the WBFG Act and 
consider that this decision is in accordance with the sustainable development principle through its 
contribution towards one or more of the Welsh Ministers well-being objectives, as required by 
section 8 of the WBFG Act.  

8. Planning Obligations:

N/A

9. Assessment:

9.1 Strategic and Spatial Choices: 

The application is considered against Planning Policy Wales Edition 10 (2018) and the first 

https://planningonline.beacons-npa.gov.uk/online-applications/?lang=EN
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stage of consideration is to assess the proposed development against the Strategic and 
Spatial Choices issues and the national sustainable place making outcomes. 

9.1.1 Good design

The proposed new stone bench is located in a prominent position within the landscape of 
the Brecon Beacons, adjacent to the A470 Trunk Road. It is considered that the type of 
stone chosen, being Blue Pennant Sandstone and Old Devonian Sandstone is considered 
appropriate to its setting. Given the nature of the proposed bench, it is considered, given 
its design and purpose, the size and scale is considered acceptable.

9.1.2 Promoting healthier places

The purpose of the development is to promote the landscape and environment of the 
Central Beacons and to enhance the visitor experience along the A470 corridor. This would 
undoubtedly promote the countryside as a healthier living space, within the vast surrounding 
landscape of the Brecon Beacons.  

9.1.3 The Welsh Language

It is proposed to construct the bench to promote the landscape and the environment of 
the Brecon Beacons. There is no interpretation on the bench, however it forms part of a 
wider project in the area, in which stones and interpretation panels have been approved 
bilingually, promoting the Welsh language to visitors to the area. 

9.1.4 Sustainable Management of Natural Resources

The site is adjacent to Brecon Beacons Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and 130 
metres from the Brecon Beacons Special Area of Conservation (SAC); however, no impacts 
on the SSSI or SAC are anticipated as a result of the proposed installation and NRW have 
raised no objection to the proposals.

The site is also within a Regionally Important Geodiversity Site (RIGS) – Craig y Fro (RIGS 
ID 797). Again, no direct impacts on the RIGS are anticipated as a result of the installation 
as it is within made-up land adjacent to the lay-by.
The proposed bench is within the roadside verge and does not affect any semi-natural 
habitat. 

9.1.5 Placemaking in Rural Areas

The proposal is located in an area of open countryside as defined by the LDP Proposals Map. The 
LDP defines countryside locations as areas unsuitable to accommodate future development in 
accordance with the Environmental Capacity of the National Park. The LDP defines a 15 year vision 
for the future of the Countryside which emphasizes the importance of supporting the countryside as 
a living and working landscape, internationally recognised for its outstanding natural beauty and 
cultural traditions.
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As such, in these areas, there is a presumption against development with the exception given to those 
development forms where there is a defined essential need for a countryside location. Strategy policy 
CYD LP1 sets out the forms of development that are considered acceptable within these parameters.

Criterion 5 refers to proposals for tourist attractions or recreational activities, and it is considered 
that the bench for the purpose of promoting the countryside for those visiting the National Park is 
acceptable at this countryside location. 

As such, the principle of development is considered acceptable.

9.1.6 Managing Settlement Form

N/A 

9.2 Assessing the sustainable benefits of development:          

9.2.1 Social considerations

The visitors who visit the Brecon Beacons National Park will be benefited from the installation of the 
bench.  Its purpose will assist in the enjoyment of the National Park and enhance the experience within 
the landscape. 

9.2.2 Economic considerations

By improving the visitor experience within the National Park, it may result in increased number of 
visitors to the area and as such could benefit the local economy, with more people visiting Brecon and 
spending money in the local shops and restaurants. 

9.2.3 Cultural considerations

The stone bench would be located within an area of natural beauty and forms part of a wider project 
promoting the landscape through interpretation. The approved stone marker at the same lay-by will 
have a specially commissioned verse on the front, describing the surrounding landscape. By including 
this in the Welsh language as well as English, it introduces the language to the visitors as a living language 
in Wales.

9.2.4 Environmental consideration

Although the proposed bench is located within an existing lay-by, which will be for the 
benefit of those using a car to access the site, the development would also benefit walkers, 
coach and bus users, and it would not have any effect on the existing landscape.

9.3 Detailed Impact Assessment:

9.3.1 Distinctive and natural places

9.3.1.1Landscape and Visual Amenity

Policy 1 of the LDP: Appropriate Development in the National Park
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All proposals for development or change of use of land or buildings in the National Park 
must comply with the following criteria, where they are relevant to the proposal:
i) the scale, form, design, layout, density, intensity of use and use of materials will 

be appropriate to the surroundings and will maintain or enhance the quality and 
character of the Park’s Natural Beauty, wildlife, cultural heritage and built 
environment;  …..

Given the size, scale and appropriate stone types and design, the new bench, although in 
a prominent location, would have no adverse impact on visual amenity of the surrounding 
area. 

As such the proposal would comply with policy 1 of the LDP (2013)

9.3.1.2 Biodiversity

The LDP includes the following policies regarding ecological issues and safeguarding 
biodiversity are as follows:

Policy SP3 'Environmental Protection' (LDP 2013)
Policy 1'Appropriate Development in the National Park (LDP 2013)
Policy 6 'Biodiversity and Development' (LDP 2013)
Policy 7 'Protected and important Wild Species' (LDP 2013)

Representation has been received from NRW and the National Park’s Planning Ecologist 
raising no objection to the proposal. 

The site is adjacent to Brecon Beacons Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and 130 
metres from the Brecon Beacons Special Area of Conservation (SAC); however, no 
impacts on the SSSI or SAC are anticipated as a result of the proposed installation. 

The site is also within a Regionally Important Geodiversity Site (RIGS) – Craig y Fro (RIGS 
ID 797). Again, no direct impacts on the RIGS are anticipated as a result of the installation 
as it is within made-up land adjacent to the lay-by.

The proposed bench is within the roadside verge and does not affect any semi-natural 
habitat. 

Policy 1 of the Local Development Plan and Section 6 of the Environment (Wales) Act 
2016 require the BBNPA to seek to maintain and enhance biodiversity. There are 
normally opportunities to accommodate biodiversity enhancement measures within 
development proposals, but given the small-scale nature of the proposal and limited 
impact, it does not appear reasonable to expect biodiversity enhancement features in this 
instance.

As such, the proposal would comply with the above policies. 

9.3.2 Active and Social Places

9.3.2.1Transport
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Planning Policy Wales states that ten Welsh Government is committed to reducing 
reliance on the private car and supporting a model shift to walking, cycling and public 
transport. Delivering this objective will make an important contribution to 
decarbonisation, improving air quality, increasing physical activity, improving the health of 
the nation and realising the goals of the Well-being of Future Generations Act. (para 4.1.8).

Policy 59 of the LDP states that Policy 59 of the LDP refers to the impact of traffic and 
states that development will be permitted where appropriate access can be achieved. 
Criterion (c) states that access will be considered to be inappropriate where there is an 
unacceptable impact on road safety.

The proposed bench would benefit those travelling along the A470, mostly motorists, but 
also cyclists, walkers and coaches. The site is in a rural location and PPW acknowledges 
in paragraph 3.35 that opportunities for reducing car use and increasing walking, cycling 
and the use of public transport are more limited than in urban areas.

 Powys County Council Highways Authority were consulted on the application raising no 
objections. Welsh Government Transport Department were also consulted and a 
direction was issued not to determine the application without additional information. This 
was submitted and the Welsh Government were re-consulted and no objection was 
raised. 

The proposed bench will be accessible and will benefit from being situated at this location 
assisting visitor in the enjoyment of the area. As such, the proposal would comply with 
the above policy. 

9.3.2.2. Neighbouring Amenity

Planning Policy Wales (Edition 10, November 2018), which states 

‘Placemaking in development decisions happens at all levels and involves considerations 
at a global scale, including climate change, down to the very local level, such as considering 
the amenity impact on neigboruing properties and people’. (2.7, PPW, 2018)

No representation has been received and there are no nearby residential properties. The 
proposal is considered to be acceptable and to be in accordance with guidance in relation 
to residential amenity impact

9.3.2.3 Recreational Spaces

Planning Policy Wales (Edition 10, November 2018), states

‘Recreational spaces are vital for our health, well-being, and amenity and can contribute 
to an area’s green infrastructure. They provide a place for play, sport, healthy physical 
activity and place to relax often in the presence of nature, and they contribute to our 
quality of life. (para 4.5.1)

Given that the proposed location of the bench is located within the heart of the Brecon 
Beacons National Park, it is located in an ideal spot to promote the area for recreational 
purposes and to contribute to a healthier lifestyle.  
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9.3.3 Productive and enterprising places

9.3.3.1 Tourism

PPW  states that “Tourism involves a wide range of activities, facilities and types of 
development and is vital to economic prosperity and job creation in many parts of Wales” 
(para 5.5.1)  

PPW para 5.5.1 states that “rural areas, tourism-related development is an essential 
element in providing for a healthy and diverse economy. Here, development should be 
sympathetic in nature and scale to the local environment”. 

The proposed bench is proposed to enhance the visitor experience in the National Park, 
along the main highway route through the park, on which many visitors travel. 

10. Conclusion

This application has been considered against the adopted policies of the Brecon Beacons 
National Park Authority Local Development Plan (2013). In making a recommendation 
National Policies within Planning Policy Wales (Edition 10, 2018) and Policies CYD LP1, 
SP3, 1, 6, 7 and 59 of the Development Plan, the comments made by the consultees and 
other interested parties  have been taken into consideration. The proposal is considered 
to comply with the above policies. 

National Park Purpose and Duty

The proposed stone bench would contribute to the National Park’s Purpose and Duty, by 
promoting and contributing to the opportunities for the understanding and enjoyment of 
the special qualities of the National Park by the public.  It would also not be detrimental 
to the conservation of the natural beauty of the Park.

Sustainable Development

The proposal delivers a positive impact on the environmental well-being of Wales, without 
adversely impacting on the other pillars of sustainability. The application is therefore 
recommended for approval as it delivers sustainable development and meets current 
needs without hindering those of future generations. 

Recommendation: Permit

Conditions and/or Reasons:

1 The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of five 
years from the date of this permission.

2 The development shall be carried out in all respects strictly in accordance with 
the approved plans (drawing nos. Site Location Plan, Location Plan, Detailed 
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Plans) unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
3 Prior to installation a sample of the Old Devonian Sandstone and Blue Pennant 

Sandstone shall be submitted to an approved in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority. The Development shall be constructed in accordance with the 
approved detail.  

Reasons:

1 Required to be imposed by Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 
1990.

2 To ensure adherence to the approved plans in the interests of a satisfactory form 
of development.

3 In the interest of visual amenity

Informative

1 Work should halt immediately and Natural Resources Wales (NRW) contacted for advice 
in the event that protected species are discovered during the course of the development.  
To proceed without seeking the advice of NRW may result in an offence under the 
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 (as amended) and/or the Wildlife 
& Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) being committed. NRW can be contacted at: NRW, 
Cantref Court, Brecon Road, Abergavenny, NP7 7AX Tel: 0300 065 3000
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Site 
Location

Brecon

Merthyr Tydfil

A470
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Detailed plans and superimposed photo


